
ASSESSING DEPARTMENT - APPEAL APPLICATIONS NOT FILED IN A TIMELY MANNER

The Assessing Department's thirty-day administrative appeal period began March 14^^, when assessment
notices were mailed, and closed April \4^\ This appeal process is governed by Title 29 of the Alaska
Statutes and by Title 4.12 of the Sitka General Code, having been established to afford both the Assessor
and the property owner ample time to inspect and review the property, and to allow the property owner
time to submit the required documentation to substantiate a valuation dispute grounded on appealable
criteria: unequal, excessive, overvalued or improper (AS 29.45.210(b)).

Appeals not filed within this thirty-day window, place an administrative burden on the Assessing
Department as well as the Board of Equalization (BOB), due to the time necessary needed to properly
document, inspect, review and prepare appeal cases. The strict statutory guidelines on the fmalization of
assessments and certification of the tax roll by June 1 make late-filed appeals problematic, because any
late-file petition meeting the "unusual circumstances" hurdle would require an additional 30-day window
allowing for ample time to complete the due-diligence necessary to document, examine and hear each
appeal.

When weighing each application against the merits of the "unusual circumstances" requirement, the
following are kev points to remember:

•  Sitka General Code 4.12.100 allows a late-file appeal application to be submitted
• A property owner who wishes to appeal after the 30-day filing period has closed shall file a

late-file petition application with the Assessor no later than 5:00pm April 28'^
• The BOB shall only consider reasons the taxpayer was unable to comply within the 30-day

administrative appeal period, and shall not consider evidence regarding property valuation
• The BOB's late-file determination shall be based on the late-file application and supporting

documentation

• A property owner may not make an oral presentation at this hearing
• Having statutory limits on the appeal period, and placing the burden of proof on the property

owner (SGC 4.12.100(B) and AS 29.45.210(b)) to:
o provide their correct mailing address (SGC 4.12.100(D), 4.12.070(A)), and
o  to timely provide documented and written data of a differing valuation determination
(SGC 4.12.100(B)),

allows for the efficient administration of over 4,700 property tax accounts and subsequent roll
certification by June as required by law, and affords the property-owner an outlined and
structured appeal process necessary under their due rights of appeal.

• Because the property owner bears the responsibility to notify the city of their correct mailing
address and any other potential errors in assessment, the failure to receive a notice of assessment,
or simply not pick it up, are not sufficient criteria for the "unusual circumstances" clause
affording a waiver of these timelines (SGC 4.12.100(d)(1), SGC 4.12.020).

•  The city has met its "Assessment Notice" obligations under SGC 4.12.070 in three ways: 1) by
mailing the assessment notices on March 14^^ via first-class mail through Alaska Lithographic
"ro the person to whom it is to be siven and shall be sufficiently siven ifit is mailed by first class
mail addressed to. or is delivered at, his address as last known to the assessor:'^ 2) by posting
two public newspaper ads on 3/24/17 and 3/31/17 stating that "g// valuation notices have been
mailed" (SGC 4.12), and 3) by posting such notification prominently at the top of the Assessing
Depaifmenf s city web page.
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